ProPAT – Sharebox – IbD: Teaming Up for Value

Process Industries Promotion Initiative – connect 2 collaborate
The ProPAT, Sharebox and IbD projects are addressing three key axes for the transformation of the Process Industry: Decisions, Information and Actions.

Industries need it! You can make it a reality.

Development of novel sensors and analysers integrating them into a versatile global control platform for data acquisition, data processing and data mining.

Creating a holistic platform for facilitating process intensification design and optimization in processes in which solids are an intrinsic part.

Take the challenge; be a part of transforming the way the industry world works.

Join, support and benefit from our activities:
- Webinars
- Online working groups on hot topics
- Networking events
- E-Academy
- Teaching materials
- Newsletters

Get more information at: www.pro-pat.eu | www.ibd-project.eu | www.sharebox-project.eu

Do you want to be updated about the breakthroughs of these ambitious projects? Just contact the project coordinators:

ProPAT - Sharebox: Yorgos Chalkias gchalkias@iris.cat
IbD: Arnau Fatjó arnau.fatjo@iris.cat